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Overview of presentation in three parts

Safety benefits and risks for vehicle technologies

1. Crash avoidance systems

2. Level 2 driving automation

3. Autonomous vehicles



SAE International’s automation levels
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Level 0: none none n/a
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Level 5: full unlimited

+
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Safety benefits of 
crash avoidance systems



What are crash avoidance systems?

Systems designed to alert or assist the driver specifically to prevent crashes

Alerts: 

– Blind spot monitoring, lane departure warning, forward collision warning, and proximity sensors

Intervention:

– Autobrake and lane departure prevention
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Most crash avoidance systems are living up to expectations
Effects on relevant police-reported crash types
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IIHS ratings promote effective technologies

front
crash prevention

pedestrian
crash prevention

rear
crash prevention



Front crash prevention ratings
By model year
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Some front crash prevention systems detect pedestrians





Further development and 
refinement are still needed…



Not all rear-end crashes are the same



Despite growing popularity, 
these features are still fairly  
uncommon…
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Questions?
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Partial driving automation:
Level 2 systems



Partially automated systems

Who or what is driving?

Fallback

Where and
when does it 

operate?
Sustained

control
Detection &
response

Level 0: none none n/a

Level 1: assistance limited

Level 2: partial limited

Level 3: conditional limited

Level 4: high limited

Level 5: full unlimited

+



Safety concerns with partial automation

Reduced driver vigilance

Over-trusting the system

Driver disengagement from driving



Why is reduced driver engagement 
dangerous when using Level 2 
systems?



Adaptive cruise control can struggle to detect stopped vehicles



Less common hazards may or may not be detected



Lane centering can struggle to stay centered in curves…



… and on hills



Real world consequences for 
Level 2 system misuse



Tesla “Autopilot” crashes

Multiple attention warnings prior to crash and no observable actions taken prior to impact

‘Autopilot’ confused by lane markings and roadway seams 

‘Autopilot’ interpreted growing gap between split roadways as a third roadway

– This ‘Autopilot’ behavior was also demonstrated at a similar site in Chicago



Lane line degradation examples that led to crashes



Tesla “Autopilot” crash – Chicago scenario



Crash avoidance systems remain important

Autobrake is capable of stronger braking than ACC

Lateral collision prevention systems assist the driver when making lane changes

Level 2 systems should not be able to operate if crash avoidance systems are off

Level 2 systems are limited in their emergency responses



Questions?
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Maximizing the safety potential 
for autonomous vehicles



Fully autonomous vehicle technology

Who or what is driving?

Fallback

Where and
when does it 

operate?
Sustained

control
Detection &
response

Level 0: none none n/a

Level 1: assistance limited

Level 2: partial limited

Level 3: conditional limited

Level 4: high limited

Level 5: full unlimited

+



Autonomous vehicles have the potential to improve safety

Driver error has been identified as the final failure in the chain of events that led to 94% 

of crashes in the NMVCCS data set

Why shouldn’t we assume that AVs will be safer than humans by default?



Understanding the types of errors that lead to crashes now

What is the National Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Survey (NMVCCS)?

– In-depth investigation of 5,471 police reported crashes during 2005-2007 in the USA

– Occurred between 6 a.m.-midnight, EMS was called, and at least one vehicle towed

– Weighted to represent 2,188,970 crashes nationally

– Identifies pre-crash factors present in the causal chain of events that lead to the crash

– Critical reason: immediate reason for final event in causal chain leading to crash

Using real world crash data



Research question

How many crashes might continue to occur in an all AV-fleet if AVs are not designed to 

avoid humanlike errors that lead to crashes today?



Challenges with mixed fleets

2009-2015: Google’s (now Waymo) vehicles had fewer police-reportable crashes 

than human driven vehicles per million miles travelled in Mountain View, CA

Most common collisions were being rear-ended by human driven vehicles

Mixed fleet will constrain any advantages AVs will have, even if they prioritize 

safety, because humans will continue to pose a threat



Driver-related factor categories in this study

Sensing and perceiving: inattention, distraction, inadequate surveillance, recognition 

errors, moving vehicle when view was obstructed, and headlight failure

Predicting: misjudgment of gap in traffic or speed of another road user and false 

assumption of another road user’s actions

Planning and deciding: unsafe decision-making factors for the road and environmental 

conditions, such as speeding, driving too slowly, aggressive driving, as well as needing to 

drive more carefully for given road conditions

Execution and performance: inadequate or incorrect evasive maneuvers, panicking or 

freezing, overcompensation, and poor directional control

Incapacitation: alcohol impairment or incapacitation due to drug use, medical 

impairment, or sleep



Chain of events that lead to crashes are often complex
Crashes often have more than one contributing factor

“This crash occurred in the morning of a weekday on the left roadside of a two-lane undivided rural roadway. 

The east/west roadway consisted of one lane in each direction with a speed limit of 64kmph (40 mph). The 

bituminous roadway was curved to the left (in the westbound direction) with a downhill grade greater than 

2%. At the time of the crash it was raining, which caused standing water to accumulate at certain areas on 

the roadway. 

V1, a 1993 Toyota Camry, was westbound negotiating the downhill curve traveling near the speed limit. As 

V1 continued to negotiate the curve it drove through some standing water (6mm/1/4” deep) causing the 

vehicle to hydroplane and rotate counterclockwise. The vehicle crossed over the opposite lane of traffic and 

departed the roadway where it impacted a utility pole with its right side. The vehicle continued to rotate 

counterclockwise and came to rest facing east completely blocking the opposite lane of travel. V1 was towed 

due to damage. Vehicle 1 was driven by a 39-year-old female who was seriously injured in the crash and 

transported for treatment. Numerous attempts were made to obtain an interview but the driver could not be 

reached as she was still receiving treatment for her injuries. 

The Critical Precrash Event was coded this vehicle traveling, off the edge of the road on the left side. The

Critical Reason for the Critical Precrash Event was coded as a vehicle related factor, other tire 

degradation (the rear tires had 0mm of tread). In addition to the lack of tread, traveling too fast for 

conditions (reasons unknown) and the wet roads with standing water were coded as associated 

factors.”

Case ID: 2006008450882 



What does the distribution of crashes among the driver-related factors look like?

Results



Percent of crashes with various types of contributing factors
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Percent of crashes related to sensing and perceiving only or to 
incapacitation

Factor type %

Only sensing and perceiving 23

Incapacitation 10

Crashes preventable by AVs 33



Percent of crashes that could remain if crashes related to 
sensing and perceiving only or to incapacitation categories 
were eliminated by AVs
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Most common remaining planning and deciding factors

*Crashes may have had multiple planning and deciding factors

Factor type %*

Speeding 23

Illegal maneuvers 15

Following too closely 3

Other aggressive driving 3

Total remaining crashes with planning 

and deciding factors
41



Summary of findings

Only about a third of serious crashes could be preventable by AVs if they are not also 

designed to respond safely to what they perceive



Technologies in the future

Technologies that are unavailable today could have the potential to change human-

vehicle interactions and affect how AVs are adopted in ways we cannot anticipate now



Hypothetical vs. established safety benefits

Crash avoidance systems reduce the types of crashes they were designed to prevent

Anticipated safety benefits of AVs assume design robustness and safety-focused 

decision making



Uber pedestrian crash
March 18th - Tempe, Arizona around 10 p.m.

A pedestrian was killed by Uber’s AV test vehicle

– Woman was walking her bike across the street

– Was not in a designated crosswalk

– Low light conditions

Volvo XC90 was in autonomous mode

– Vehicle was traveling about 40 mph (45 mph speed limit)

– Test driver was not watching the road

– Volvo’s pedestrian AEB system was disabled



Uber pedestrian crash - exterior view



Uber pedestrian crash - pedestrian visible



Crossing location in video matched to landmarks



Google Earth overview



approx. 225 ft.

First pedestrian appearance

approx. 80 ft.



Scenario without automatic braking

Driver reaction time is ~1 second

At 40 mph, vehicle would have 

traveled 60 feet

Driver brake initiation at 20 feet

Based on Volvo XC90 testing, speed 

could have been reduced by ~10 

mph (impact speed of 30 mph)

If Volvo’s pedestrian AEB had been 

active, crash could have been 

avoided with 80 feet of recognition 

approx. 80 ft.



Maximizing the safety potential of current technologies

Continue to develop and refine crash avoidance technologies

These systems need to be more widely available and used by consumers to maximize 

their safety potential



Questions?
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